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Counting Stars (Hollywood
Connections Book 2)

Ryan Stark grew up in the glitz and glamor of Hollywood. After a dramatic turn of events, she
secluded herself from that life, fully engrossing herself in her work of keeping young LGBTQ youths
off of the street. Even though her love life leaves much to the imagination, Ryan depends on her
loving yet quirky best friends to get her through without fully diving into the life of a hermit.A chanced
blind date gone wrong leads her to meet the stunningly beautiful Charlie. With a mysterious grin and
shy smile, Ryan soon develops a friendship with Charlie that surpasses any relationship that she
had ever had with any one person in her life. But she soon finds out that Charlie is very much off
limits, since her career of choice would land her directly into the life that she had tried so
desperately to remove herself from.Set in the same world as Gravity, watch as these two women
attempt to traverse the dramatic events that life always seems to bring. And with a little help from
Maddie and B, maybe these two women can find the happiness that they both deserve.
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I really did enjoy the story a lot. It was cute and a fun quick read. I would've rated the book higher
however my copy on the Kindle read like it was the Microsoft word review mode of the story. There
were a lot of strikeouts and obvious editing markup, which kinda took away from the story.

I loved this book..romantic,sweet, some intimacy. It was am awesome read with cute characters.o
ejoyed the sweetness of the love story and appreciated that I t could be just a sweet story and did
not have to have lesbian drama fights. Good job

After reading Gravity I was really looking forward to the second book in the series. While I enjoyed
the book a lot, it was distracting with all of the editing issues through the book. The building of the
friendship between Ryan and Charlie was really enjoyable. I was rooting for one of them to finally
made the first move. Jon was hysterical when it came to how he was with both of them. Especially
when Ryan was asking his permission. This will be a fantastic addition to the series once the final
editing is completed. Enjoy the journey that Ryan and Charlie embark on.

If you are looking for great literature, this isn't it. If you want a fun afternoon with a light-hearted
lesbian romance - this book is for you. This book is sweet, sexy, and uncomplicated. I liked the
simplicity of girl-finds-the-right-girl and all is good in their world. Yes, there are hurdles for both girls,
but when life throws them curves they adjust. I liked how the author tied her first book in the series,
"Gravity" to this much different story and cast. I hope there are more books that follow the first two.

I enjoyed reading Renee's first book Gravity & I'm so glad I read this one too! It's a quick read for a
quiet evening at home! The story is a slow burn type but once the women finally ignite their love it is
amazing!

firstly I loved gravity by the same author. This book however is very choppy, its so difficult to know
who is saying what, its not flowing correctly when you have to pause everytime there's dialogue to
fiigure out who said what to whom.The characters are likeable but not enough backstory/built up to
the romance. They pretty much instantly fall in love.Gravity you felt a sense for each character's
choices and joy when they get together.In this story they meet then for some reason theres time
skips to a few weeks later and we are to,d theyve known each other for weeks. We dont get to know
them well enough.Dissatisfied with this story, had characters with potential, unfortunately the
choppy writting is too noticeable

I liked the storyline. I thought it was sweet and the characters had chemistry. The biggest issue I
with it was that the editing and other mistakes. It seemed like the author could not make up her mind

on Charlie's age. If she graduated at 16 and she was going to her 15th high school reunion that
would make her 31. Ryan said she was 29 because Jonathan is 6 years older than her and Charlie
is two years younger than him. Meaning if they went to their 15th high school reunion Jonathan
would have graduated at 31 and Charlie at 14. At one point, Jonathan screams at Charlie that she is
32 and afterwards her agent tells her she is 29 and from then on she is 29. Confusing and
distracting. I wish the story was thoroughly proofread, then I would have been able to give it 5 stars.

This was a really nice sweet story but I couldn't get past the lack of editing and the formatting! There
were whole paragraphs underlined and some had the lines going through the words with some
words being broken up. It was very distracting and annoying! Also, in some cases you couldn't tell
who was speaking. I enjoyed the first book and don't remember so many glaring problems with that
one. I'm really a sucker for the celebrity storyline and coming out and acknowledging who you are
and who you love! I would have given this 5 stars but it really needed to be edited better!
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